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FADE IN:

INT. JAVEL VS THE GREAT DIVAS - NIGHT 

[Jasmine and Damian are smiling as Damian slowly walks
around the bush and towards Javel. Javel looks as if he is
fixing a remote control. You can see in his other hand he

has a smoke bomb.]
DAMIAN

(Smiles as he walks slowly to Javel)
Smoke bombs huh?

JAVEL
(Looks quickly at Damian backing away)
OH! Hey I'm sorry I thought nobody was

here.

DAMIAN
(Smiles)

That's the reason I'm here. No people...no
witnesses.

[Jasmine giggles as she watches and listens through the
bush.]
JAVEL

(Seems scared)



What do you want?

DAMIAN
(Smiling wider)

You.
[As Damian reaches out his hand to grab Javel by the

throat, Javel tosses a smoke bomb in Damian's face and
runs.]

JAVEL (TO HIMSELF)
Of all the days!

DAMIAN
GET HIM!

[Javel runs looking back to see Jasmine chasing him.
Jasmine eventually stops, but strangely she smiling as she
looks at Javel. Javel looks at Jasmine strangely as he

runs. Another girl takes Javel down using a spear. The girl
is about 5'5, has long red hair and green eyes. She's

wearing dark blue ninja clothes.]
JASMINE

(Catches up to Javel)
Cherry...glad you could make it.

CHERRY
(Puts the spearhead against Javel's

throat)
Glad to have made it. This one would make

gotten out of here.

DAMIAN
(Catches up to the rest)

Cherry...you caught him. He's a fast one.

OLD MAN
(Appears out of nowhere)

Yes he is.



[An old man appears out of nowhere. He has a hood over a
brown monk's robe. All you can see are his hands and feet.]

DAMIAN
(Smiling)

Sorry sir I didn't know you were there.
Now I respect the elderly so how 'bout
this? How about you leave so we can take

care of this guy.

OLD MAN
Sorry but I need this man.

[Javel looks at Cherry in fear as she still has the spear
against his throat.]

DAMIAN
Well...too bad. Look Old Man; we are about
to kill him. Mainly for our own amusement.

So piss off.

OLD MAN
No, how about you all just let him go and

I may spare you.
[Jasmine and Damian laugh but Cherry still has a serious

look.]
JASMINE

(Takes out her samari sword)
You'll spare us?

OLD MAN
Yes Jasmine...Damian...Cherry...I will
spare you a fate worse than death.

CHERRY
(Looks at the old man)

How do you know our names?

OLD MAN
(Laughs)



.........A numbered soldier never forgets
his enemy.

[The Old Man removes his hood revealing himself as David.
Alex appears out of nowhere in full uniform with mask like
in "Prologue". He takes out a sword and gets in a ready

stance.]
DAVID

Meet the latest one...One. Fight!
[Damian turns around to see Alex, now named "One" in alias;
he gets punched in the cheek for his efforts. Damian backs

away in shock.]
DAMIAN

Oh no…ATTACK!!! JASMINE, GET EVERYTHING WE
HAVE!

[Jasmine shuts her eyes and a faint blue wave leaves her
body. In a home, a large family all pass out while watching

TV. Soon after, they wake up the same way all the other
possessed people have.]

JASMINE
(Opens her eyes)

They'll be here soon!
[Alex teleports right in front of Jasmine. He stares at her

for a few moments and teleports back to Damian. Jasmine
looks scared. Cherry gets up her spear from Javel who's

still alive.]
DAVID

(Gets his cane out from in his robe where
he hid it)

Damian...you may want to run.

CHERRY
NEVER!

[Cherry lunges her spear at Alex only to penetrate the air
around him due to quick dodging on Alex's part. Alex grabs
the spear and rams it on Cherry's cheek cutting it. Cherry
backs away feeling the cut as Alex tosses away the spear.
As Alex walks to Cherry Jasmine interferes with her sword

swipes. Alex's arm gets cut and starts backing away.]
JASMINE



C'mon.
[Alex pulls out a saber.]

DAMIAN
Okay, my turn.

[David just walks over and grabs a scared Javel. The two
walk away. About twenty possessed bodies walk to where Alex

is. Damian catches Alex with numerous strikes to the
abdomen. He follows up with a back flip kick into the chin.

Alex falls over.]
ALEX

(Looks at everyone)
Okay...this is interesting.

[A possessed body charges at Alex only to get hit with an
energy ball. The body crashes into a tree.]

DAMIAN
(Signals the possessed ones to stop)

Damn. You learn quickly. But I know you
people and your tricks. That's why I'm the
leader, because I learned how to sense the
movements of a numbered soldier. Oh yes,
Bain knows how the “Numbered Soldiers”
were exiled here so long ago. It was

believed that since the idea was so new of
your type that nobody else had one. Even

though that is true, some can fight
without seeing, hence my ability to see

your movements without seeing them. That's
what we learn in Tai Chi young

boy...sensing a movements using the real
senses. Ready?

[Alex slashes at Damian with his sword but can't hit him.
He teleports behind him only to get a mule kick in the
chest. He backs off but Damian keeps striking him.]

DAMIAN
(Takes Alex down)

All in the mind newcomer. I'm bored...kill
him.

[As Damian turns his back, Alex hits him hard with an
energy ball while still on his back. Damian falls on his

knees.]
ALEX



(Gets up looking at the possessed bodies
walking to him)

All in the mind. Oh and thanks for the
knowledge about the art you take, oh and
your movements that's going to really

help.

DAMIAN
You were studying my moves!

[Alex teleports before the possessed ones get to him.
Damian looks around but Alex is nowhere to be found. Damian

looked very angry as he walks away. The two girls do as
well as the possessed pass out.]

INT. DAVID'S TEMPLE - NIGHT 

[David and Javel enter the temple and lock the door
quickly. Javel turns around short of breath as he sees

Alex.]
JAVEL

WOAH! You were...and then...but you
couldn't of...

DAVID
Relax Javel. No need to panic.

JAVEL
(Shocked)

NO NEED TO PANIC? I just saw three people
trying to kill me, I saw a guy practically
break every single rule of physics, and
some really weird looking guys with no

eyes in the sockets. DON'T PANIC?
[Alex removes his mask showing it’s really him.]

JAVEL
And you’re the guy who saved me from that
car wreck! WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON? WHO
THE HELL ARE YOU AND WHAT THE FRIG WAS

THAT?



ALEX
We'll tell you everything you need to know
soon. But think of it this way...what if

we never came?
[Javel looks at Alex and back to David as Alex starts

changing out of the uniform.]
DAVID

Javel...those people were a group known as
the "Great Divas". They are traitors of
their original homeland who helped a man

named Bain destroy their world in exchange
for a spot with him and eternal life.

JAVEL
Did you say they "betrayed their world"?

DAVID
Javelin, have you ever read Greek

mythology?

JAVEL
A little, why?

DAVID
Well simple...every fable, tale, story,
legend, poem, anything at all you've read
in then past. Anything involving Mount
Olympus, Gods, and even Hades is true.
Everything from Mount Olympus to the

people who lived there.

JAVEL
So those guys helped this Bain guy destroy

Mount Olympus?

ALEX
Yep.



JAVEL
What happened to those gods then?

DAVID
They live here on Earth. I know a few of
them but not all. The “Numbered Soldiers”
originally came from Mount Olympus. They

were exiled over 400 years ago onto Earth.

ALEX
(Gives Javel a book)

Here's an idea...read this.

JAVEL
Yes I can do this...mind if I stay the
night here trying to understand this

stuff.

DAVID
Sure, but what about your parents?

JAVEL
I'm an orphan, my parents overdosed when I
was about four or five. They started when

I was two so I wasn't affected.

ALEX
Oh that sucks.

DAVID
Yes, horrible.

[Javel sits down and open the book. He looks like he has a
question.]

JAVEL
Excuse me umm.... David?



DAVID
Hmm? Yes?

JAVEL
...Why me?

DAVID
Javel you have the aura, or inner

energies, of someone that knows what he
wants but has no idea how to achieve it. I
wish to help you figure out how. But in

return, I want you to help us.

JAVEL
How and what?

DAVID
I will help you if you help us by being
there as a guide and ally. Believe me

Javel, in my life I have seem people turn
punks into preps and back into punks

again. My work can do wonders for any man
or woman.

JAVEL
So if I offer my services to

the..."Numbered Soldiers" I can pretty
much get anything I want?

DAVID
Eventually.... yes.

JAVEL
(Smiles)

You got yourself an ally.
[Javel shakes hands with David and Javel goes back to

reading as David leaves the room.]



INT. SCHOOL TIME - DAY 

[Mary parks in the school parking lot. Sara is with her
being silent like Mary is. This is the morning after Zeus's

death.]
MARY

Sara, umm maybe we should just try getting
over the Zeus thing.

SARA
I agree and we hardly knew him. Not to

mention-
[Lita walks by and tosses Sara out of the car. She seems

angry as she tries to strangle her.]
LITA

YOU BITCH!! YOU DID THIS ALL!!

MARY
LITA!!

[As soon as she parks, Rita leaves her car and grabs Lita
trying to stop her. She eventually gets Lita pressed

against Mary and Sara's car.]
LITA

I HATE YOU ALL!!
[Lita hits Rita hard in the stomach and gets out. She walks

angrily to school.]
SARA

You okay?

RITA
(Trying to catch her breath)

Fine...whew. She can really knock the wind
out of someone.

[Mary and Sara help Rita up as they get to school. They see
Mina there talking to Alex who looks like he just joined

the school.]



MINA
Oh man and she is so mean too.

ALEX
Well she doesn't fight like that. She

seemed more calm and tolerant.

MINA
Well you obviously don't know her.

ALEX
Yes, but in my family...fighting is what

says who you are.

MINA
(Doesn't seem to understand)

Oh...interesting.

SARA
(Walks to Mina and Alex)
Hi Mina and....Alex right?

ALEX
Alex Hawkins, how are you?

SARA
Fine I'm fine.

ALEX
Good to know. Hey I got to get going. Nice

talking to you two.
[Alex gets up and leaves.]

RITA



Mina, Sara, what are you two doing?

MINA
Nothing just talking to a new student.

SARA
Likewise.

MARY
(Smiling)

You two really have it for this Alex guy.

SARA
NO!

MINA
We just liked how Alex beat up Lita.

Honest. Was that the bell?

SARA
I think so.

[Mina and Sara run to class.]
RITA

Typical.

MARY
Yeah but I didn't hear the bell, did you?

RITA
(Walks away)

Like I said...typical.

MARY



What?
[Rita ignores Mary as the two go into their classrooms.]

INT. CLASS - DAY 

[Javel is in the Principal's office where Alex is waiting
as well.]
JAVEL

Alex...did the name work?

ALEX
Yeah.

JAVEL
Good it should all work out. But why did

you want me to get you a fake name?

ALEX
I'll tell you later.

PRINCIPAL
(Opens his door)

Mr. Proto, enter my office.
[Javel looks at Alex and enter. He looks around and takes a
seat. The office has a blue carpet, an big wooden desk and

files, books and awards everywhere.]

JAVEL
Hello sir...how are you doing?

PRINCIPAL
Fine, how’s your car?

JAVEL
The insurance bills are my concern.



PRINCIPAL
Well as you know for having those smoke
bombs I suspended you for a week. This
would be day two of that suspension.

JAVEL
I realize that sir.

PRINCIPAL
I also pulled out your permanent record

and you know what else I found? A
form...from a mister David Skyhawk. He
said that he helped you out after the
accident and you agreed to be in his

correctional program, meaning he is going
to help you to stop misbehaving.

JAVEL
(Sounds confused)

Correctional Program? OH YEAH! Yes I did.

PRINCIPAL
Mister David Skyhawk is a great man and
I'm only doing this due to he's giving me
his word you won't screw up. That's right

I called him. Your suspension is
over...immediately. Now get out of here.

JAVEL
(Leaves the room)

Yes sir.

[Looks at Alex]

Like a Drill Sergeant.

PRINCIPAL
(Watches Javel leave his office)



I heard that! Mr.…Hawking. Step inside.
[Javel walks into Chemistry class.]

TEACHER
Javel...thought you were suspended.

JAVEL
Not anymore. I joined a correctional

program and now I'm not suspended anymore.

TEACHER
Oh...well then just sit back where you

were. We cleaned it up thank god.

JAVEL
I'll be more careful.

SARA
(Looks at the teacher and back at the

girls)
Oh no…He’s back.

MINA
(Sees Javel coming to their table)

Javel.

JAVEL
(Sits down and takes out his books)

Miss me ladies?

RITA
No.

[Javel nods his head and reads the lesson he was on
yesterday.]



MINA
We're on page 28.

JAVEL
(Turns to that page)

Thanks.
[The girls ignore Javel and Javel is just silent the whole

class. Javel goes for the bun sin burner.]

RITA
WOAH! WAIT! I'll take care of that.

JAVEL
Oh…okay.

[The bell rings. Everyone gets to his or her lockers. Javel
goes to Alex who's doing his combo.]

JAVEL
Hey man you got that?

ALEX
I got it. So you read that book?

JAVEL
Oh man...it's incredible. I'm just

thinking "wow" you know?

ALEX
(Smiles)

Felt the same way. You see those girls?
Mina and her friends?

JAVEL



I see them all the time. Why?

ALEX
I think they like me.

JAVEL
Cool. Well hey they hate me.

ALEX
Whatever, in two weeks you'll be happier

than ever. Trust me.
[Alex gets his locker open and looks at Javel smiling.]

INT. THE LUNCH ROOM - DAY 

[Javel and Alex and eating hamburgers at the cafeteria.
Javel looks at Lita and so does Alex.]

ALEX
You want to try with her?

JAVEL
I shouldn't.

ALEX
Dude, you'll never get a girl with that

attitude. Now listen up.
[Alex whispers some stuff in Javel's ear and Javel nods.

Javel walks over to Lita.]

JAVEL
Hi.

[Lita looks and looks away.]

Hey I just want to say I'm sorry about
Zeus I heard he meant a lot to you.



LITA
(Looks at Javel)
Who told you that?

JAVEL
David Skyhawk, he's a friend of mine and
he was very competitive with Zeus. I
believe he had his student Alex spar

against you.

LITA
Yeah. I sparred with him.

JAVEL
Yeah well I just wanted to say sorry for
your loss. I plan to pay my respects to

him soon.

LITA
Whatever.

JAVEL
(Looks at Alex who nods)

Fine...at least I'm not being mean or
anything. You think it's easy being me? An
orphan who is hated by most of the people
here? Well forget it there's no way you'd

understand.
[Javel walks away and back to Alex as Lita just looks at

Javel seeming guilty.]

ALEX
Looks like it worked.

JAVEL
Get the hell out of here. No way.



ALEX
Don't look at her just look like you

really meant what you said.

JAVEL
Okay.

[Mina, Rita and Sara walk over.]

MINA
Hi guys.

RITA
What are you up to?

JAVEL
(Sees Alex wink and Javel nods)

Just helping Alex here get acquainted with
the school.

SARA
Well looks like the whole correctional

thing helped you out a lot.
[The girls leave.]

JAVEL
Why did you guys make it say "Correctional

Program"?

ALEX
Well think about it. We are going to make
you a better person by correcting you on

your errors and make them right. That is a
"Correctional Program".



JAVEL
Fine. Oh hey something I was meaning to
tell you for when you face Damian again.

ALEX
Cool what?

JAVEL
Take out one of his generals. It's

perfect.

ALEX
(Smiles)

And you wondered why we chose you.

[Javel smiles]

INT. AN ABANDONED BUILDING - DAY 

[Screen fades into an abandoned factory-sized building. The
walls are bare with cracks in them. Damian is practicing

his attacks. Cherry is behind him.]

DAMIAN
(Puts on a blindfold)

You saw how I had him. One was at his
hands and knees.

CHERRY
Yes sir.

DAMIAN
(Does a cartwheel kick)

I could have easily finished him.



CHERRY
Correct sir.

DAMIAN
(Gets in a deep stance)

I'm telling you now...it will be easy to
kill off the Guardian Forces.

JASMINE
(Enters the room)

Damian...I overheard what you said and I
think you're forgetting what else Bain

said.

DAMIAN
What did you say?

JASMINE
I remember Bain said to kill the “Numbered
Soldiers” also if we ever encounter them.
Don't you remember? Right after we were

chosen to go to Earth.

CHERRY
Don't you ever talk to our leader like
that Jasmine or I swear I'll take what's
left of that pretty little head of yours.

JASMINE
(Takes her sword out)

Please.

DAMIAN



The two of you stop that at once. We have
a difficult battle at hand and I don't

want someone on my side to be killed by a
member of the same group.

[The two girls stop and put down their
weapons.]

Good, now lets prepare for the next move.
Now as Jasmine pointed out...the Guardian
Forces have learned they have elemental
abilities. Shiva has already learned to
harness her's. I say we set up a ploy to

see what these girls can do.

CHERRY
What did you have in mind sir?

DAMIAN
(Smiles)

Well...I feel the best way to a victim is
through his or her heart...where it hurts
most. Most believe it is cowardly but if

it works, it can't be that bad.

JASMINE
What do you mean "through the heart"?

DAMIAN
(Smiles wider)

Who can set up a Zeus dummy?
[Jasmine nods smiling as the scene fades out.]

INT. THE PARKING LOT - DAY 

[Mina, Mary, Sara and Rita are talking by Rita's car.]

MARY
You all seem to be doing better.



SARA
Yeah school does that to me.

MINA
Me too.

RITA
Or is it that Alex guy?

SARA
Enough okay?

MINA
I just liked how he beat Lita.

SARA
Same here. Look just because you have the
"Perfect Relationship" doesn't mean we're

all flawed.
[Mary's cell phone rings. She answers.]

MARY
Hello? Hey baby, uh huh...okay...great. Be

right there...Love you too.

[She hangs up]

Darren was just talking to Lita and they
want us all to meet them in Zeus's Dojo.

RITA
Now?

[Mary nods]

Okay.



[Rita gets in her car as Mary and Sara get in their car.]

RITA
Mina, want a ride?

MINA
(Gets in)
Okay.

[They drive out of the parking lot.]

INT. ZEUS'S DOJO - DAY 

[Lita and Darren are waiting for the girls at the front of
the Dojo.]

DARREN
I hate it when they take their time.

LITA
So why do you bother?

DARREN
Because I'm the boyfriend, I wait for
Mary, I buy her things and I take her
places. It's in the job description.

LITA
Overrated if you ask me.

DARREN
Well I'm not asking you. Nobody ever asks
you because you shut him or her out of
your life. You'll never have a boyfriend

if you keep that up.

LITA



Well I had you for some time.

DARREN
Yeah until I met better girls.

LITA
(Sarcastically)

Yeah Mary, she's better.
[The girls arrive and park.]

SARA
Okay Lita don't think about choking me

again, please.

[Lita goes to Sara]

LITA
(Reaches for a handshake)
I won't, lets shake on it.

[Lita tosses Sara out of the car onto her
back.]

Sucker.

MARY
Leave her alone Lita.

LITA
(Seems emotionally hurt)

No, she took away from me the only thing
close to a father I had left.

SARA
(Scared)

I...I...I'm sorry.



DARREN
(Pushes Lita away)

Stop it now.

LITA
(Tries to break away from Darren's

defense)
NO!!

[There is a loud buzz and Darren falls to the floor and
looks as if he's been electrocuted but not dead.]

MARY
Darren!

[Mary helps him up as Lita just looks away]

MINA
That's what Zeus told us about. Lita can
use electricity, just like how Sara can

use ice.

RITA
Yeah that's right.

MARY
I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU DID THAT YOU....

BITCH!!!

SARA
How do you live with yourself?

RITA
Your parents must be so unhappy with you.
[Lita passes out onto the grassy ground.]



SARA
Lita!

MARY
Wait that's how those zombie things come.

The ones with the eyes missing.

SARA
(Forces Lita's eyes open)

They're still there. Maybe using her
ability, or whatever this is called, was

too much for her.

MINA
You mean it tired her out?

SARA
Exactly.

[Mary and Rita help Darren inside the Dojo and Sara and
Mina do the same with Lita. Everything looks the same as
before. Lita is laid on a couple of chairs and Darren is

put in Zeus's chair behind the desk.]

MINA
Maybe we're not ready for this.

RITA
What do you mean?

MINA
You heard what Zeus said. A war is coming;
we are the only ones who can stop it. Only

a few of us can defend ourselves. Yeah
sure Lita can fight and so can Darren, but
Sara can't and neither can you and I Rita.



RITA
Mina? I take kickboxing. I've been doing

it for over a year now.

SARA
Yeah don't you recall when she said she

was looking for a studio to learn
kickboxing in?

MINA
Sorry I'm just thinking, what if we can't
do this? We can't rely on these "powers" I

mean look at Lita. 

[Points at her]

From only one usage, she tired herself
out. So what makes us different?

SARA
Well for starters, electricity must tire
someone who's using it easily since this
"power" is made from the body's energy. I
mean look at what I did yesterday, now did

I pass out?

RITA
She makes a good point. So you want to

hear my plan?

[Waits a little while]

Good. My plan is that I take you two to
this gym I found and you two can learn

kickboxing as well. That way you can take
care of yourselves and I don't hear that

again Mina. Sound good?

SARA
I don't know.



MINA
I'll try.

RITA
Fine call me about it later. How's Darren

doing?
[Screen gets closer and closer to Lita's unclosed eyes as
Mary is heard saying that Darren's okay. All of a sudden,

Lita's eyes open wide.]

INT. LITA'S NIGHTMARE - DAY 

[Lita gets up and looks around to see that the Dojo looks
as if a hundred years have gone by. The walls and wooden
floors look cracked and broken through. The lighting looks

as if the sun is setting. Lita walks around looking
confused.]

LITA
Hello?

[Walks around looking left and right]

Is anyone here?
[Lita sees a person covered in a black quilt. His/Her face
can't be seen as Lita walks closer to the hidden person.]

LITA
Excuse me? Are you awake?

[Lita removes the quilt to find Sara...dead. She looks as
if her neck was snapped. Lita screams the second she sees
it and turns around to see Rita's dead body. Rita's looks

as if it was stabbed numerously. Lita backs away into
another room holding her mouth. A figure comes from behind

her; it's an older version of Mary.]

LITA
(Looks scared)



Mary?

MARY
Dead...all of them are dead but us. Why

Lita...why didn't you?

LITA
What do you mean?

[Mary falls over. Lita runs to her as Mary dies before her
body even touches the ground. Lita just stares at Mary's

corpse shocked and soon cries.]

LITA
(Crying)

Why? Why does this happen to me?
[A strong person grabs her shoulder. Lita looks over at him

in tears...its Zeus.]

ZEUS
Hello Lita.

LITA
(Hugs Zeus)

Zeus! You’re alive!

ZEUS
(Doesn't move at all)



Lita...do you like what you see here?

[Lita doesn't say a word]

I didn't think so...Lita in every action
there is a reaction. This has been proven
many times and this dream is to prove the
same to you. Lita this here is the world
if you choose to not help in the war.

[Looks into Lita's eyes]

Lita ever since the death of your parents,
you have hated everything that has to deal
with death. Sadly you are not trying to
protect these other girls. So all I'm
saying to you is what you need to know.
Lita...stop living in that shed, make
friends with these girls, fall in love
with a boy, and even have children one
day. How do your parents feel in Heaven

knowing your living this way?

LITA
But...everyone I've ever loved has died.

ZEUS
Quetzocotl...you are judgment; you are not
using fair judgment on yourself though.

Now think this way...what do you have left
to lose? I know it isn't the nicest way to

put it but I assure you now it is the
greatest way I can get you to move on and

finally enjoy yourself.

LITA
But...

[Zeus puts a finger on her lips, and soon
fades away]

No…no come back...COME BACK!!!
[Lita wakes up screaming, "Come back". She looks around
scared seeing everything is the way it was before Zeus



died.]

INT. LESSONS TO LEARN - NIGHT 

[Lita looks at Mary, Sara, Rita, Mina and the now awake
Darren. She is breathing hard as she sits up running her

fingers through her hair. She also looks as if she is about
to cry but is bottling it up inside of her.]

DARREN
Lita.... you all right.

LITA
(Sounds like she's going to cry)

I'm okay.
[Mina walks over seeing Lita and puts a hand on her

shoulder.]

LITA
(Tears are flowing down her face)

Go away. Leave me alone!

RITA
Relax Lita; Mina's only trying to help.

LITA
(Wipes her eyes)

Nobody can help me.

SARA
Well how about we get your mom or dad on

the phone?
[Lita goes to punch Sara in the face but Darren pulls Sara
away. Lita is seriously on the verge of crying like in her

dream.]



LITA
(Tears are flowing down her cheeks)
THEY'RE DEAD OKAY!!! MY PARENTS ARE
DEAD!!! SO STOP TORTURING ME!!!

[Lita leaves the dojo and gets in her car. She locks the
door and just lays her head in her folded arms against the

steering wheel. Mina goes to Lita's car.]

MINA
(Knocks on the window)

Lita?

LITA
(Sobbing)
Go away!

MINA
Lita please, look I'm not a bad person and

we can help.

LITA
NO!

MINA
Then what are you going to do all your
life? Cry and be a bitch to everyone you

know?
[Mina doesn't get an answer so she just opens the door and
gives Lita a hug. Lita's struggling but Mina won't stop the

hug.]

LITA
HEY!!! NO! STOP IT! I HATE YOU! I.... I...

[Lita starts crying on Mina's shoulder]



MINA
(Pats Lita's back)

Let it out.
[The others watch through a window as Lita and Mina talk.

Lita looks very emotional and Mina seems very
understanding. After an hour goes by, the two re-enter the

dojo.]

SARA
Lita I feel really sorry for everything.

LITA
It's fine; I just needed to let out some

frustrations, that's all.

DARREN
(Takes out a book)

All right well let’s get to the reason
we're here. This is the book Zeus gave us.

It states our history, our present and
even our possible future. Definitely Zeus

put a lot of dedication into this.

LITA
(Walks to the weapon closet)

That's why I want to make extra sure we
don't mess it up.

[Takes out a bo, sword, knife and kali
sticks. Lita gives the sword to Mary, the
knife to Darren, and the Kali Sticks to

Mina. Lita points the bo at Rita.]

What to give you and Sara?

SARA
A weapon?



LITA
No a sandwich. Of course a weapon. I gave
the sword to Mary due to her fencing, the
knife to Darren due to his martial arts
style, the Kali Sticks to Mina since a
club is easy and effective. Now what do

you want? We got everything here.
[Cherry just walks inside.]

CHERRY
(Takes out her spear)

Hello...Cherry, second in command of the
"Great Divas". Quetzocotl, I always

thought you were a tough girl but really,
you're just as weak as the others.

SARA
There are more of you?

CHERRY
Four in all.

DARREN
Cherry, you joined the "Great Divas"

before the invasion on Mount Olympus. You
were nearly killed by troops a year

before.

CHERRY
Nice, you know your history. So did you

know about the “Numbered Soldiers”?

DARREN
(Looks through the book)

Well...no.
[Possessed Bodies enter through the door and windows they

opened. About ten in all.]



CHERRY
Kill them.

[Cherry goes for a thrust into Lita but she counters with a
block using the Bo she had and follows with a hit to the
wrist. Lita takes the spear from Cherry and charges at her
out of the dojo. Darren tosses the knife into a possessed

body's leg; Sara takes the book and hits the possessed with
a knife in its leg on the head. One Possessed down.]

SARA
(Checks the eyes...they are there)

That's it. Knock them out.
[Cherry takes up a fighting stance. Lita moves in only to
receive a knife hand to the cheek. Cherry follows with a
takedown from behind. Cherry keeps stomping at Lita.]

CHERRY
Pathetic, now I can tell why your parents

are dead.
[Lita uses her legs to grab onto Cherry's ankle. Cherry
falls over and Lita punches her hard in the face. In the

Dojo, half the possessed bodies pass out.]

MARY
(Hits possessed body with a covered sword

in the head)
This is looking easy.

[One possessed hits Mary in the stomach]

Oh! Never mind.
[Mary backs away as Mina hits the possessed bodies left to
right with the Kali Sticks, but nothing is happening. A

Possessed Body pins Mina against the wall. Another
Possessed Body tosses Darren onto Zeus's desk and bounces
him on it repeatedly. Cherry and Lita are getting up as
Mina and Darren are disarmed. Lita picks up the Bo she

dropped and hits Cherry with it in the back.]



CHERRY
(Yells in pain)

You!! You will die!!

[Cherry picks up her spear and strikes
Lita in the leg with it. Blood is running

from Lita's newly made wound.]
[Lita falls onto her knees in pain as Sara runs out there.
Cherry looks as if she is about to finish off Lita as she

raises her spear over Lita's head to impale her.]

SARA
(Runs to Cherry)

STOP!!!

[Sara tackles Cherry. Cherry responds by
shoving the spear into Sara's shoulder.

Sara screams in pain as she moves back but
it doesn't help until Cherry pulls it

back, making the wound twice as bad. Sara
is on her knees in great pain. Cherry

stands and readies to do to Sara what she
almost did to Lita.]

LITA
SARA!!

[Lita nails Cherry in the leg with the bo
and hits her numerously in the face.

Cherry backs away and goes in again. Lita
deflects the spear into the ground

sticking it in there. Lita grabs Cherry
and concentrates her anger like she did

with Darren and causes electricity to flow
through Cherry's body. Cherry is soon let
go and she runs. The rest of the Possessed
Bodies pass out. The rest of the Guardian

Forces are beaten but not badly.]
[The Guardian Forces go outside and check on Lita and Sara.
Sara is holding her shoulder in great pain like earlier.
Lita looks very tired. All sound is somewhat faded as Lita

stares at the ground as soon passes out.]



MINA
Lita! Take care of Sara I'll take care of

Lita.
[Mina turns Lita on her back and checks for a pulse. She
seems worried as she checks a second time. Mina checks

Lita's throat feeling it. Tears seem to show on Mina's face
as she begins administering C.P.R. to Lita. Mina begins

giving mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to her. Lita soon wakes
up looking very tired.]

LITA
(Coughs a little)
You...helped me?

MINA
(Helps Lita up)
That's right.

LITA
Why?

MINA
Because I wanted to help.

[Mina helps Lita to the cars as Sara is being helped into
her car.]

DARREN
All right we're taking Sara to the

hospital, if anyone asks she fell down a
hill in the woods where I said we could
take a shortcut. Sara, from the fall, got
impaled in the shoulder by a big branch.

Okay? Lets go.
[Everyone gets in his or her cars, but Mina who gets a ride

from Rita.]



ZEUS (NARRATING)
Even though the heroine gets the best, it
gets the worst as well. These six have a
long road but together I'm sure they will
fulfill their destiny. But now there are
many questions to ask. Such questions

include what Damian was talking about with
a fake me...another question which would
be the most important of all, what will
the “Numbered Soldiers” do when they find
the Guardian Forces. Maybe they won't, but
as a dead god in the heavens I am not a
gambler. Especially since an even more
important question is even clearer...Are

They Ready?
[Screen fades as the cars leave the dojo.]

FADE OUT.

THE END


